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I shall review today a number of experiments performed at the University 

of California Radiation Laboratory which provide information on the mesons masses 

and on theen~rgy balance in the decay of charged mesons o The work has been a 

part of a broad program of basic research generously and wisely supported Qy 

the Atomic Energy Commission which in time will 'lead to a more satisfactory un

derstanding of nuclear and subnuclear processeso 

It is generally known that the 11 meson decays into amumeson and a neu

tral particle, which is often assUmed to'be a neutrinoo The mumeson in turn 

decays into an electron and presumably two neutr:i.noso' The measUrement of the 

meson masses has of course a certain intrinsic importance, but. the values of the 

masses also enter into the 'total energies ,of the, decay ,schemes, so that the mass 

measurements serve to confirm or contradict the assumed decay reactions o As of 

a year ago, the situation was somewbat as follows: A series of experiments at 

,,, the Radiation laboratory starting with the work of Gardner and Lattes had been 

made i~ which meson momentum and range in nuclearemulsl,on were the quantities 
;: 

measured,and from which mass estimatestJere obtained,o Each' experiment had 

taught something new about measurement of the raIlf5e and momentum,the control of 

background" limitations of the range~eneI"gy relation, range straggling" and the 

technique of using the cyclotron as a precision instrumento Finally, after 

* ' , Invited paper VI, Meeting of' the American Physical Society, ~lashington, Do C., 
April 28, 19510 
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making, a caref-ul determination of .the range energy relationl for protons in 

Ilford 02 emulsion, new meson measurements were made from which we reported2 
. I, , " 

the mass of the Tmeson to be 276 .± 6 e.meWe also gave the p meson mass as 

210 ,.:I:. 4 e .. m .. based partly on the older measurement of Lattes on the 1r to p. 

mass ratio e In the survey of mesonbehavior,Lattes had also measured the 

range in emulsion of a number of p mesons arising from the decay of 11 mesons 

at rest.. The particular emulsions in which the mesons were ,found had not been 

calibrated, however, so that with the uncertainty in the p. mass, only an approxi

mate value 'of about 4 Mev was known for the decay energy of the p. mesono The 

earlier work is illustrated in Figse 1 and 2 .. 

The mass values of a year ago w~re hardly those with which to be satisfied. 

I·Te particularly regretted that the probable errors which we found it necessary 

to quote were much larger than the attainable statistical errors. Uncertainties 

leading to possible systematic errors included' the following, as well as a num- ; 

ber of minor onesg 

(a) Variation of the stopping power of the emulsion from plate to plate 

and with the ambient humidityo 

(b) Uncertainty in the proton range-energy curve. A large part of the 

curve had to be known for the earlier experiments because a con-

siderable interval of meson momenta had to be accepted to obtain 

enough good tracks for measuremento 

, (c) Uncertainties in the absolute value of the cyclotron magnetic field, 

and in the position of the apparatus in the nonuniform field of the 

cyclotron.. This problem had been partially solved by building a 

1 Hugh Bradner» Frances Mo Smith~ Walter Ho'Barkas, and A. S. Bishop, "Range
Energy Relation for Protons in Nuclear Emulsions," Phys .. Rev. 77, 462 (1950) 

, 2 Fo Mo Smith, WalterHo Barkas, Hugh Bradner, and Eugene Gardner, "Meson Mass 
Measurements!)" Physo Rev. 78, 86 (1950) 
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nuclear induction magnetometer and mapping the field in the vicinity 

of the apparatus, but a fear still remained that these measurements 

were inapplicable under the conditions of the experiments., We now 

know, however,byfurther ,experience with these effects that we were 

unduly' pessimistic in estima1Ang the errors. 

A new approach has been taken during the. past year in which a determined 

effort to eliminate the· objections to t,he former measurements has been made. 

Our method of mass measurement depends on the circumstance that if the range 

ratio of two particles of equal charge is found to be equal to the momentum. 

ratio, their velocities are equal, and the common ratio is equal to their mass 

ratio. There are at least eight other mea~urab1e quantities which could be 

used in the same way for obtaining the mass of an unknown particle relative to 

that of a comparison particle, but range and momentum. turn out to be the most 

cpnvenient and accurate in this case. 

By dealing only with momentum and range ratios we eliminate from the mass 

measurement the absolute value of the magnetic fi,e1d intensity, and also any 

direct dependence on a range";'momentum re1ationo ,To provid~ a source of protons 

of the correct momentum we introduce a s.econd target into the cyclotron from 

f which protons are scattered so that in the same emulsion we detect simultaneously 

protons and the various kinds of mesons.-al1 ofsubstalftia11y the same velocity. 

To design the apparatus, we. of cp1lrse required a prior knowledge of the approxi

mate mass ratios. By improvement of the m~son yield relative to the background, 

we were able to use narrow momentum intervals., Individua;t determinations of 

that function of the mass in which the meson range appears linearly are calcu

lated from the measurements~ and treated statistically. Deviations from the 

mean are expected to be normally distributed and the arithmetic average ~staken 

to be the most .probab1e value.. For this procedure to be correct~ other 
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statistical errors must be small in· comparison with the range straggling,error, 

and the ranges of monoenergetic particles must be symmetrically distributed 

about the most probable range. Because of these assumptions, we found it im

portant to investigate the phenomenon of range .straggling rather closely. Figo 3 

shows the distribution of ¥+ranges found from 11+ mesons decaying at resto 

A Chi-squ.a.r~d test indicated tliat the distribution of the 11 meson ranges is 
. ·· ... "0."·.·',,···· 

consistent with a hypothesis of norma lit Yo Furthermore, the original theory 

of straggling given by Bohr leads to a standard deviation of 4.0 percent, assUlIl-

ing each electron in the errruU.sion to be free o The additional straggling we find 

,is probably too much to attribute to observational errors,so that presumably 

a small effect of electron binding, as estimated by Livingston and Bethe, should 

be included in the straggling. 

To understand more fully the arrangement and philosophy of the meson mass 

experiments, Figso 4 ~9 maybe helpful. 

The first published results3 did not permit us to give reliable information 
! 

on the p meson mass because of contamination. This contamination by mesons 

not coming from the target also affected the 11 meson results, but we are satis

fied that the error. is small in the final values. We plan, however, to improve 

the experiment further.· In the meantime we have carried through another set of 

measurements with new a.pparatus in which we obtained the ratio 'TrIll ,and the 

absolute momentum of the p meson, Po, given to it when the Trmeson decays 

from rest. In the later experiment4we succeeded in obtaining a p. meson peak 

veIl resolved from .the. background of p. mesons coming from Tr mesons decaying 

3 Walter H. Barkas, Frances M.Smi th, and Eugene Gardner, "l-1eson to Proton 
Mass Ratios," Pbyso Rev. 82, 102 (1951) 

4 Wallace Birnbaum, .. F'z'ane.esMo S~t:l:l,. and Walter Ho Barkas., "Meson Mass Ratio 
and Energetics of Meson Decay," Bulletin of American Physical Society 
(in press) 
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at points other than the targeto The 1T/~ mass ratio was obtained in the same 

way as the meson to protonmas~, ratip vas foundo 

The experi)D,ent iSllC)t overt bu~with our present statistics we find 

-rr/p. = 1 .. 317 ± 0 0 0040, ,>~lthe dec~t~~entum of the :\l meson is found as follows: 

First we find p mesons coming from the target having a momentum within a few 

percent of the full dec~ momentum.. Measuring the momentum and range of these 

particles, we extrapolate the momentum to match the range of decay mesons found 
. ," 

in the emu1siono This requires a knowledge of the slope of the log momentum-

log range curve and of the absolute magnetic field intensity. The slo~e we 

know rather well from the combination of theory and measuremento The magnetic 

field was mapped by measuring the Larmer preciSion frequency of protons in the 

field. This method yielded a preliminary value of 29~86 ± 0006 Mev/e for the 

meson momentum. 
,"", . . 

The experiment gives, a num~r Qfother quantities ,of. inter9f3t if we assume 

that the neutral' particle isa neutr~iloo Thus we fi~ "lI=)ll = 660 46 ± 0.16 m , , 0 -.\' . 

11 = 276.1 '±'2.3 mo, ahd \l ;2b9~~~'±' '204 lIlo"asabsolute mea'surements with 

no reference to the protc;ri~s,~~8~it-isonparticleo"'Thes~ figures imply, a 
", ..... :.'. .. :: :::.'(.~' <~~:~>< , "~.' 

value of '4.085 .± Oo0441(a" for the~~etic energi o:f',the~'mesono The relation 
, 'j' ,:.;.': • 

~ between the 11 and 11 ~SS,$s'ro:r vat~bus,values of, the 'n~utral particle mass as 

a function of the momen~umO:fthe~:'fueson is shown in F,igo 100 

It is appropriate here to pay)ribute'toDto Eugene 'Gardner and to recall 
" 

the important part he had in t~es$:~xPe:t"imentso' This workoccupiedDro ,Gardner '6 
,., . .' 

full attention until his declining strength forced ft6d~sc~ntinuance in April, 

1950 0 He died November 26tho His,~j.lnessresulted 'froinwork with beryllium 

at the Radiation Iaboratoryo Dro aa,rdner'sassociates will always remember his 
. ," . 

< kindness, his personal integrity, a.rul thesoundnesB of his judgmento He, with 

Lattes, took the lead in the 'earlier meson mass experimentsl' and he was largely 
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responsible' for the present experimental apparatus. He, more than anyone, built 

up the body of experience upon which our measurement p~ogram is based. 

In addition to our relatively direct method, two other means of measurir~ 

11 meson masses have now been successfully employed at the Radiation laboratory. 

The first of these consists, in balancing the, 'equation: 

p + p~ d + 1Tt- + Q 

for the production of mesons by the collision of two protons. The line spectrum 

of mesons was independently observed by Vo Peterson'et 13.1-.. 5 and by Cartwright. 6 

Each group made a mass estimate for the 1TT meSon from the energy of the meson 

peak. The line spectrum is illustrated in Fig. II. 

This method requires an accurate knowledge of the range-energy relation 

for charged particles in the material in which the mesons are stopped. This 

data is avai,lable from the work of Bakker and Segre,7 and the proton energy is 

known from the work of MatheI-o
B Correct~ons must be made for the range strag-

gling and for the geometrical straggling due to small angle scattering. Their 

results are as follows8 

Peterson et ale. 

Cartwrightet al. 

279.0 ± 1.5 e.m. 

275.1 ± 2.5 e.m. 

Another beauti~il experiment was carried out b.Y Panofsky, Aamodt and 

Hadley9 who measured the gamma ray energy from the reaction discovered by 

them: 

1r-+ P ---7 n + Y 

5 Vincent Z. Peterson, Edwin Iloff~ and Dora Sherman, "Energy Spectrum at ISO 
of Mesons Produced in Proton-Proton Collision,"Physo Rev. 81, 647 (1951)~ 
and private communication; , 

6 W. F. Cartwright~ " 1I-t- Meson Mas~ Determi~tion,n Phys. Rev 0 (to be published) 

7 C. J. Bakker and Eo Segr~j)'IIStopping Power and Energy Loss for Ion Pair 
'Production for JOO Mev Protons, II P.hys" Rev. 81, 489 (1951) 

B R. L. Mathe;ll Ph.D. dissertat.ion~ Univers,ity of California (1951) 
, ," . -.~' . 

9 W. K. H. Pan~fsky, Ro Lee Aamodt, and James Hadley, "The Gamma Ray Spectrum 
Resulting from CaptUre of Negati ve 11"' Mesons in Hydrogen and 1lJeuterium," 
Phys. Rev. B1~ 565 (1951) 

" 

.' 
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This meas'Ul'ement yielded a 1r- meson mass measurement of 275.2 ± 2.5 e.m. 

The measurement does not involve akriowledge of a range e~ergy relation, but 

does require an ~bsolute magnetic field measurement. This was made with a 

nuclear flux meter. .I~~~dentalJ.y,l,~:;;~he· qompeting reactiqn, 

1T-+ p ---7 n + 1T'" 

~2 "( 
gives a gqod estimate of the '(1"0 mass •. Panofsky et ale found: 

The general agreement found in t;hese precision measurements of 1r meson 

masses by entirely different methods not only gives us confidence in the coi'-

rectness of the masses d~duced, but also confirms our belief in 'the reliability . 

of the range energy relations used and the interpretation of the processes as~ 

sumed in determining the masses. 

Finally I shall turn to a re~kable experiment carried out by Sagane, 

Gardner, and Hl,lb'bard. 1Q For this experiment they utilized the large 's~lid . ' 

angle and good momentum resolutiongf.the spiral orbit'spectrometer to measure 
". ."- . 

the spectrum of decay electrons fro~,the 11+ meson~ Tb.eir experimental arrange-

ment and results are ,shown in Figs 0.' 1.3 and 14. 

This gives anothe,rentirely in~ependent measUrement. of the~1- mass; 
". ..;' . ' - ) 

212 ± 5 e.m., assuming the neutral particles are n~utrinos.· 

All the results are st1llllllai'izedin Table I. 

This work was performed ''1lI1dertheauspices of the ,Atomic EneI'gy Commission. , , 

Information Division' 
scb/5-lS-5l' . 

10 Ryokichi Sagane,Will.1am L. Gardner, a~ Harmon W. Hubbard, "Energy Spectrum 
of the Electrons from 11+ Meson Decay ," Phys. Rev.. (to be published) 
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Table. I 

Measurements of Meson 14asses and Related QUantities 
, . ",,;,: ',,- 'j ,_ I., 

r 
I :E;xperiment 1ft-, 'll""- ~+ T .p- .1I--1io 11"'+'/I-I-+' 'Po 
i --I Smi ~h, Barkas, Bradner 276.i6 27616; 210±4 , 

and. Gardner 

I Barkas, STIli th, Gardner 277.4 276 0 1 

I Cartwright 

..:1:1.1 ±1.3 . 
.... ,., 

275.1 
%.2.5 , .. 

I Peterson, 1loff, Sherman 279.0 " 
I iL5 , 
I 

Panofsky, Aamodt, Hadley 275.2 
.. 

10~6 
±2.5 , ±2.0 

Sagane, Gardner, Hubbard ,21215 

Birnbaum, Smith, 'Barkas r276.~ e09o~ (4.085 \ 1.J18, ' 29.86 
Preliminary Data ±2.3 .1:.2.4 10.044 .:1:0.004 .!0.06 ,. .' 'Mev / Mev/c 

.. , " 

All 'masses in units of 'the electron mass. 

Quantities in parentheses have been calculated assuming neutral 
p'article from decay oflT meson is a neutrino. 

',".,"" ..... 

~' ~ :; ", ' 

tr"'- p..T 

(66.46) 
1.0.16 
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Fig. 1 An assembly' used iIi one of'the early meson mass measureIil~nts., 
The mesons leave the thin carbon strip target in the backward 
direction and.~nterthrough the surface of the emulsiono The 
plate is incliiied', a few degrees to insure that the mesons will 
enter through the surface" A channel is provided to limit the 
momentum interva.l accepted and to reduce background; but some 
mesons will scatter from the'walls of the, channel" 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Figo 6 

Fig. 7 

" , 

An illustration prepared by Dr" Eo Gardner showing the decrease 
in the dispersion of meson mass measurements with improved 
measuring met~odso The,refer~nce to "Barkas et ale ~ Current 
Study" is that reported bySmith et al".I' Phys. Rev" 78, 86 (1950) .. 

Histogram of ranges of FTmesonso One meson with a range of 
267 microns wa.s' found by F.. M .. ' Smith. This event clearly does 
not belong to the main distribution; and no evidence of inelastic 
sca tte;"ing 'l!afl o'b~e:rved in the track. The ~ meson probably de-
cayed ~n !'l~ght" ' . 
A diagram showing the locus of points obtained when individual 11" 
lIleSCll'3 are paired with protons" A point is plotted for each pairo 
The ordinate is the momentum r.atio and the, abscissa is the range 
ratio" Where the locus crosses the 45° line the range ratio is 
equal tl.i themomentumtat~o.,and this ratio is: the mass ratio" 
This diagram was prepared from old data in order to obtain a large 
range of the variables'li the later ,experiments utilize only data' 
in the vicinity" of the cross-over" Note the dispersion caused 
by range straggling" Semecf the mesons countless come from 
points. other thanthe·target, so that a least squares straight 
line fittedt~~)'Ppelocusprpbably does not yield the best mass 
ratio.. ' ;,., ',/;:1 ' 

~,.:.', i~)ifli(:~~/;:;.-···,; .... :-'<:" 

The curve of log:momentumys" 'log-rangefor'protons in emulsion., 
Note how stra~ght the lineJis for ranges aoove lOOO microns" 

Diagram illusti-ating geomi;ltry'of experiment to measure meson to 
proton mass ratio" Scatte;r.ed protonsfroni the wolfram wire ,.arrive 
at the plate with momentum'greater than that of ,the mesons from the 
carbon target, in about the ratio of their masses. 

Details of the meson target and plate holder o ,The target'is in the 
form of a carbon cylinder 0.036 in. in diameter and a quarter inch 
highe It is mounted on a one mil tungsten wire passing through it 
axially., Mesons spiral slightly upward from ,the target which is 
mounted, in the median,plane, of the'cyclotronJ) and enter the emulsion 
through the surface, which is facing downward. The large copper 
block containing the protol? channel shields the plate from stray 
protons. " 
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Fig. S Diagram illustrating the trochoidal type of orbit in the median plane 
followed by a charged particle in the radially decreasing magnetic 
field of the cyclotron. Careful calculations of the 'momenta were 
made from the measurements' of the ,position and direction of the 
particle as it' entered the emulsion. 

. . - '". . 

Fig. 9 Illustration of method of calculating the quantity Ml-q for individual 
mesons. The dispersion in this quantity is assumed to have a Gaussian 
behavior e 

Fig. 10 The relation between the 1T and F masses for various values of the 
neutral particle mass, )) ,as a function ofthefmomentumof the II 
meson. ,It can be seen that while our measurements are consistent 
lriitha scheme in which the 1T meson decays into all meson and a 
neutrino, the mass,of'theneutral particle can only be determined 
with an error of several times the electron maSs. 

Fig. 11 The line spectrum of mesons from which Cartwright measured the 1TT mass. 

Fig. 12 Gamma ray spectrum observed by Panofsky, Aamodt, and Hadley from the 
absorption of 1r- mesons in hydrogen. The spectrum is constructed 
by observing the positron-electron pairs produced by the photons in 

, a thin strip of tantalllIn. The high energy peak is attributed to the 
reaction 1T" - +p ~ n +- Y , and the low energy peak to the reaction 
-rr- + p ~ n + .,,-0 ~ n +- 2Y. 

Fig. 13 Illustration of the spiral orbit spectrometer~ The proton beam is 
directed perpendicular to the paper and traverses a target in the 
pole gap on the axis of the magnet. Electrons from the decay of p+ 
mesons stopping in the target follow paths as illustrated. Those 
which traverse all four crystals are counted. An important a.dvantage 
of this type of spectrometer is the large solid angle of collection. 

Flg8 14 The spectrum of positrons from the decay of p +- mesons. The points 
are the measurements, and the curves are the predictions of various 
theories. The upper limit of the positron energy distribution yields 
the p meson mass, if the meson is assumed to decay into a positron and 
two neutrinos. . ' ,,' , ' 
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